Making a realistic 3D chain – By Jennifer Dontz

1.

For this project you will need a chain mold. Sugar Delites has this two in one mold at a great
value. The item number is: MOL753 Chain 3D Mold Set of Two. We also have other chain
molds on our site as well. Put the word chain into our search bar. I’m also using the fantastic
gumpaste by Nhora De La Pava. That is item number: TOL260. A skinny spatula and some gold
high lighter dust will help complete this project.

2. Start by placing a lightly dusted (cornstarch) worm on the mold. You can dust the mold as well,
but bang out any excess.

3. I squish down the worm firmly into the cavity.

4. Grease your spatula with a little shortening, rubbing it over the surfaces.

5. Taking the thin blade, clean the excess off flush to the mold. Keep greasing it if you get any
sticking. This mold has fine details, which make it so pretty, but if you rip anything that
shouldn’t be ripped just firmly pack more dough into that space. Put your finger in front of the
blade area so it won’t pull the paste as hard.

6.

Gently coax the chain out of the mold. Mine came out beautifully using the Nhora paste.

7. Two chains ☺ One mold ☺

8. Gold high lighter dust will give you the most brilliant, metallic look for your chain. Sugar Delites
has several options available, DUS110, DUS344, DUS250 and DUS023. A note, the DUS023 is
currently out of stock. My supplier is having difficulty getting it. We check with them weekly.
This is the dust I’m using in this tutorial, but the others we carry are VERY, very close to this. I

like to mix my dust in the lid so I don’t waste any. But, make SURE you let it dry completely
before placing the lid back on the jar. I mix with vodka to the consistency of maple syrup, and
paint away. It will dry quite fast. Just don’t touch the surface or it may come off on your finger.
If you paint using confectioners glaze GLA001, it will not come off. It will change the color just
slightly though. High lighter dust is non-edible. Decoration only.

9. Two beautiful, completed chains. Hope you enjoyed the tutorial. Jennifer ☺

